
Air system fault finding guide 

Refer to the coupling/uncoupling guide for proper procedure, operating error is always a possible cause of problems. 

When a coupling is locked in the “up” position, it can be “tripped” by raising the pin a couple of mm by levering with 

a bar underneath it, never hit the pin with anything, no impact is needed, in normal use, the coupling is closed by the 

trailer eye lifting the pin into the housing as it passes under it, it will then “fire down” into the eye as it centres in the 

jaw. The air system is able to apply more pressure to the pin than the internal springs alone, in both the up and 

down operations, so ensuring a positive connection/disconnection first time, more of the time 

 Irrespective of which type of air operation you have, the diagnostic procedure will be the same;  

Possible  problems; 

1, Pin does not lock in the up position/pin drops as soon as control lever is moved to down position.  

2, pin does not lock down fully, lock indicator not fully in. 

3, audible air loss when operating 

4,  slow operation 

Is it adequately lubricated?  

Has it been power washed? Oil the cross shaft (goes through the mechanism housing) and any linkage (if fitted).  If 

the eye is in the coupling spray oil into it if dry. 

 Is there a physical problem?  physical damage? 

Check if the actuator mounting is bent or loose, or linkage worn, so not allowing full travel of the mechanism.  Check 

bottom bush is free from debris, check pin is free to move in the bushes, and the mechanism housing is not dented 

or loose. 

You can test by working the manual lever while the air control is in the raise position, if by increasing the lift of the 

pin in this way it locks in the up position, you know the coupling itself is ok. (It is almost impossible for it to be an 

internal mechanical problem as the mechanism is so simple) 

Is there an air escape when operating? 

If any air is heard, trace and rectify, no air should be coming from the exhaust port on the control valve when it is 

locked in up or down position 

Is the air actuator leaking internally? 

Disconnect the “up” air pipe between the control and actuator and test for air coming from the open port or pipe 

when the control is operated. Repeat with the “down pipe” disconnected.   

Is the control valve leaking internally? 

Disconnect the “up” air pipe between the control and actuator and test for air coming from the open port or pipe 

when the control is operated. Repeat with the “down” pipe disconnected.   

Is there enough air pressure? 

Check for bent or crushed air pipes, disconnect pipes and check air pressure coming out is sufficient.  

All of our air couplings have a manual lever, if needed you can remove the air pack, and safely use it without air.  


